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Abstract
We consider a gravitational model on a manifold M = M0 ×M1 × . . . ×Mn with
oriented connected Einstein internal spaces M1, . . . ,Mn. The matter part of the
action contains several scalar fields and antisymmetric forms. With Ricci-flat inter-
nal spaces, the model has a midisuperspace representation in form of a σ-model on
M0. The latter can be used to determine exact composite electric p-brane solutions,
which depend on a set of harmonic functions on M0.
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1 Introduction
At present there is an increasing interest to investigate p-brane solutions in the context of
multidimensional gravity (see e.g. [1]-[32], and [33] for a review). These solutions general-
ize well-known Majumdar-Papapetrou solutions [34, 35] to the case where the additional
matter fields are given by several scalars and antisymmetric forms of a generalized electric
type.
In this paper we continue investigations [22] to find new solutions within a nonlinear
σ-model representation for the composite case, where each antisymmetric electric form is
just a sum of elementary ones. Solutions of such type are by now rather interesting objects
in the context of 10- or 11-dimensional supergravity [36, 37], superstring and M-theory
(cf. [33], [38]-[43]).
1This work was financially supported by RFBR project grant N 95-02-05785-a, DFG grants 436 RUS
113/7, 436 RUS 113/236, and DFG grant Schm 911/6-2.
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Multidimensional cosmology with Ricci homogeneous factor spaces M1, . . . ,Mn re-
duces to a dynamical system on minisuperspace [44, 45, 46, 47]. In many cases, including
multicomponent perfect fluids, the effective system is Toda-like (see e.g. [48, 49]). This
reduction for cosmology is a special case of multidimensional gravity with Ricci homoge-
neous internal spaces taking the effective form of a nonlinear σ-model on M0, described in
[50] with a (generalized) synchronous gauge, in [51] with a (generalized) harmonic gauge,
and in [52] with arbitrary gauge. Here, we extend the σ-model representation to multidi-
mensional gravity coupled to several scalar matter fields and generalized antisymmetric
Maxwell fields. Under specific orthogonality conditions for certain minisuperspace vectors
we obtain exact solutions, below also called orthobrane solutions.
It should be noted that, in the following, the metric is apriori of arbitrary signature.
For simplicity of the dimensional reduction, we restrict here from the outset to the case
of connected oriented Einstein internal spaces. For the solutions below, global boundary
conditions are hidden implicitly in a set of not further specified harmonic functions.
2 Multidimensional geometry
Let us now consider a multidimensional manifold
M = M0 ×
n∏
i=1
Mi, (2.1)
D = D0 +
n∑
i=1
Di, (2.2)
with Di := dimMi ∈ IN
+, equipped with a (pseudo) Riemannian metric
g = e2γ(x)g(0) +
n∑
i=1
e2φ
i(x)g(i) ≡ gMNdz
M ⊗ dzN ( M,N = 1, . . . , D ) (2.3)
where φi and γ are smooth scalar functions on M0,
g(0) ≡ g(0)µν (x)dx
µ ⊗ dxν ( µ, ν = 1, . . . , D0 ) (2.4)
is an arbitrary (pseudo) Riemannian metric on M0, for i = 1, . . . , n
g(i) ≡ gmini(yi)dy
mi
i ⊗ dy
ni
i ( mi, ni = 1, . . . , Di ) (2.5)
are (pseudo) Riemannian Einstein metrics on Mi, whence there are constants ξi such that
Rmini[g
(i)] = ξig
(i)
mini
. (2.6)
In the following, we denote by △[g(0)] the Laplace-Beltrami operator of g(0), by α;µ the
covariant derivative of α w.r.t. xµ and g(0), by α,µ its partial derivative w.r.t. x
µ, and
furthermore we set (∂α)(∂β) := g(0)µναi,µβ
j
,ν. Then, the metric (2.3) yields
Rµν [g] = Rµν [g
(0)] + g(0)µν
{
−△ [g(0)]γ + (2−D0)(∂γ)
2 − ∂γ
n∑
j=1
Dj∂φ
j
}
2
+(2−D0)(γ;µν − γ,µγ,ν)−
n∑
i=1
Di(φ
i
;µν − φ
i
,µγ,ν − φ
i
,νγ,µ + φ
i
,µφ
i
,ν),
Rmini [g] = Rmini[g
(i)]− e2φ
i−2γg(i)mini
{
△[g(0)]φi + (∂φi)[(D0 − 2)∂γ +
n∑
j=1
Dj∂φ
j ]
}
,
i = 1, . . . , n, (2.7)
and all other Ricci tensor components vanish. Let us now set
f ≡ f [γ, φ] := (D0 − 2)γ +
n∑
j=1
Djφ
j, (2.8)
where φ := (φi) ∈ IRn is a vector field composed by the dilatonic scalar fields of the
multidimensional geometry (2.3) on M .
Then, the Ricci curvature scalar decomposes as
R[g] = e−2γR[g(0)] +
n∑
i=1
e−2φ
i
R[g(i)]
−e−2γ
{
n∑
i=1
Di(∂φ
i)(∂φi) + (∂f)2 + (D0 − 2)(∂γ)
2 + 2△ [g(0)](f + γ)
}
, (2.9)
which may be rewritten as
R[g] = e−2γR[g(0)] +
n∑
i=1
e−2φ
i
R[g(i)]
−e−2γ
{
n∑
i=1
Di(∂φ
i)(∂φi) + (D0 − 2)(∂γ)
2 − (∂f)∂(f + 2γ) +RB
}
, (2.10)
RB := (1/
√
|g(0)|)e−f∂µ[2e
f
√
|g(0)|g(0)µν∂ν(f + γ)], (2.11)
where the last term will be seen below to yield just a boundary contribution. Here we set
|g| := | det(gMN)|, |g
(0)| := | det(g(0)µν )|, and analogously for all metrics g
(i), i = 1, . . . , n.
For i = 1, . . . , n, we assume all Mi to be connected and oriented. A volume form on
Mi is given by
τi :=
√
|g(i)(yi)| dy
1
i ∧ . . . ∧ dy
Di
i , (2.12)
and the total internal space volume is
V :=
n∏
i=1
Vi, Vi :=
∫
Mi
τi =
∫
Mi
dDiyi
√
|g(i)|. (2.13)
In any case, we tune the coupling constant κ such that
κ0 := κ · V
− 1
2 (2.14)
becomes the physical coupling constant (for the case V → ∞, κ → ∞, see also [50]) for
the effective model on M0 in Einstein frame (cf. (4.15) below).
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With (2.11), we define a purely geometrical action on M by
SGHY :=
1
2κ2
∫
M
dDz
√
|g|{e−2γRB}. (2.15)
We may use (2.13) and (2.14) to see that (2.15) is just a pure boundary term, given by a
total flow through ∂M . In fact
SGHY =
1
κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
∂
∂xλ
(
ef
√
| det g(0)|g(0)λν
∂
∂xν
(f + γ)
)
(2.16)
is indeed a (generalized) Gibbons-Hawking-York type action (compare [53, 54]), which
here is given by an effective D0-dimensional flow through ∂M0.
Furthermore, let
Ω ≡ Ω(n) := P{1,2...,n}∗ ≡ {{1}, {2}, . . . , {n}, {1, 2}, . . . , {1, 2 . . . , n}} (2.17)
be the set of all non-empty subsets of {1, . . . , n}. The number of elements in Ω is |Ω| =
2n − 1. Then, for any I = {i1, . . . , ik} ∈ Ω, we may assume without restriction i1 < . . . <
ik, and define
MI :=
∏
i∈I
Mi =Mi1 × . . .×Mik , (2.18)
DI :=
∑
i∈I
Di = Di1 + . . .+Dik , (2.19)
τI := τi1 ∧ . . . ∧ τik . (2.20)
We also consider the dimension as a function of I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, defined by
D(I) := DI , I ∈ Ω, (2.21)
D(I) := 0, I = ∅. (2.22)
Furthermore on MI we define a signature parameter
ε(I) :=
∏
i∈I
sign(det(g(i)mini)) ∈ {±1}, (2.23)
and the topological numbers
ljI := −
∑
i∈I
Diδ
i
j , j = 1, . . . , n. (2.24)
3 Matter fields
Here we consider matter fields of scalar and generalized electric type. Here all fields will
be essentially homogeneous in the internal space M1 × . . .×Mn.
The part of scalar matter, which is homogeneous on M , is described by a cosmological
constant Λ. Besides, on M there may be several scalar matter fields
ϕα = ϕα(x), x ∈ M0, α = 1, . . . , l ∈ IN, (3.1)
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which are homogeneous in the internal space M1 × . . . × Mn and hence are effectively
just just depend on M0. The target values of these fields are collected in a vector ϕ(x) =
(ϕα(x)) ∈ IRl. We assume further, that there exists a non-degenerate, symmetric l × l
matrix (Cαβ) which yields a metric on the target space IR
l of the scalar matter fields.
(Cαβ) denotes the inverse of (Cαβ).
Given some finite set ∆, we define, for any a ∈ ∆, a linear 1-form λa on IR
l with
λa(ϕ) = λaαϕ
α, and we set λαa := λaβC
βα. Moreover, for any a ∈ ∆, we define a
differential na-form (na ≥ 2) on M with
F a =
1
na!
F aM1...Mnadz
M1 ∧ . . . ∧ dzMna ( M1, . . . ,Mna = 1, . . . , D ), (3.2)
and we denote
(F a)2 := gM1N1 . . . gMnaNnaF aM1...MnaF
a
N1...Nna
. (3.3)
Below we specialize the components F a to a generalized electric type. Let ∆e ⊂ ∆ be a
non-empty subset, and
je : ∆e → P
Ω
∗
a 7→ Ωa,e 6= ∅ (3.4)
a map from ∆e into the set P
Ω
∗ of all non-empty subsets of Ω such that
D(I) = na − 1, a ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e. (3.5)
With the map (3.4) we make the following ansatz for generalized electric potential forms
Aa with F a = dAa, a ∈ ∆e: For any a ∈ ∆e and I ∈ Ωa,e there shall exist a smooth
potential function Φa,I , which depends just on M0, thus being homogeneous on the whole
internal spaceMI . The target values of these potential fields are collected in a multi-vector
Φ(x) = (Φa,I(x)) ∈ ⊕a∈∆eIR
|Ωa,e|. We then set
Aa :=
∑
I∈Ωa,e A
a,I , a ∈ ∆e, (3.6)
Aa := 0, a ∈ ∆ \∆e, (3.7)
where, with τI from (2.20),
Aa,I := Φa,I(x)τI , a ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e, (3.8)
(no summation over I) are elementary, electric type potential forms. In components,
relation (3.8) reads
Aa,IP1...PD(I)(x, y) = εP1...PD(I)
√
|g(i1)(yi1)| . . .
√
|g(ik)(yik)| Φ
a,I(x), (3.9)
where indices P1, . . . , PD(I) correspond to MI (see (2.18)) with I ∈ Ωa,e, a ∈ ∆e.
Obviously the choice (3.6)-(3.8) satisfies (3.5) and thus corresponds consistently to a
map (3.4), whence the generalized electric na-forms F
a read
F a =
∑
I∈Ωa,e F
a,I , a ∈ ∆e, (3.10)
F a = dAa = 0, a ∈ ∆ \∆e, (3.11)
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where
F a,I = dAa,I = dΦa,I ∧ τI , (3.12)
or, in components,
F a,IµP1...PD(I) = −F
a,I
P1µ...PD(I)
= . . . = εP1...PD(I)
√
|g(i1)| . . .
√
|g(ik)| ∂µΦ
a,I , (3.13)
for a ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e.
Note that (3.7) is satisfied trivially by constant gauge potentials Φa ∈ IR, a ∈ ∆ \∆e.
Neglecting trivial field components (3.11), we can always set ∆ = ∆e.
4 The multidimensional σ-model
For the multidimensional geometry and the matter fields defined in the previous sections,
we consider the action
S =
1
2κ2
∫
M
dDz
√
|g|{R[g]− 2Λ− Cαβg
MN∂Mϕ
α∂Nϕ
β
−
∑
a∈∆
1
na!
exp[2λa(ϕ)](F
a)2}+ SGHY . (4.1)
This is an action of a self-gravitating σ model on M , with topological term SGHY and
l-dimensional (scalar field) target space, coupled to generalized electric fields on DI-
dimensional hypersurfaces MI in M .
Variation of (4.1) results in the equations of motion
RMN −
1
2
gMNR = TMN − ΛgMN , (4.2)
△[g]ϕα −
∑
a∈∆
λαa
na!
e2λa(ϕ)(F a)2 = 0, (4.3)
∇M1 [g](e
2λa(ϕ)F a,M1...Mna ) = 0, (4.4)
a ∈ ∆, α = 1, . . . , l. In (4.2) the D-dimensional energy-momentum resulting from (4.1)
is given by a sum
TMN :=
l∑
α=1
TMN [ϕ
α, g] +
∑
a∈∆
e2λa(ϕ)TMN [F
a, g], (4.5)
of contributions from scalar and generalized electric matter fields,
TMN [ϕ
α, g] := ∂Mϕ
α∂Nϕ
α −
1
2
gMN∂Pϕ
α∂Pϕα, (4.6)
TMN [F
a, g] :=
1
na!
[
−
1
2
gMN(F
a)2 + naF
a
MM2...Mna
F
a M2...Mna
N
]
. (4.7)
In the following, we will only consider the case where the tensor (4.5) is without further
constraints block-diagonal, in agreement with the multidimensional decomposition of the
6
geometry (2.7) and the field equations (4.2). This condition can be violated only by
the second term of (4.7), namely when in F aMM2...MnaF
a M2...Mna
N the indices M and N
take values in different 1-dimensional factor spaces. We give now some criteria for block-
diagonality of (4.7).
Proposition 1: A sufficient technical criterion for block-diagonality of (4.5), without
further restrictions on the p-branes, is
n1 := |W1|
!
≤ 1, W1 := {i | i > 0, Di = 1}. (4.8)
Condition (4.8) just demands the number of (internal) 1-dimensional manifoldsMi, i > 0,
in (2.1) not to be more than 1. A less restrictive criterion can be given, if we put some
additional condition on the p-brane intersections.
Proposition 2: Block-diagonality is still satisfied without further constraints on (4.5),
if, for n1 > 1, the p-branes satisfy for all a ∈ ∆e, i, j ∈ W1 with i 6= j, the condition
W (a; i, j) := {(I, J) | I, J ∈ Ωa,e, (I∩J)∪{i} = I 6∋ j, (I∩J)∪{j} = J 6∋ i}
!
= ∅. (4.9)
Cases with non-trivial constraints on the tensor (4.5) are considered e.g. in [67]. Here we
restrict to the case where, via condition (4.8) or (4.9), the tensor (4.5) is automatically
block-diagonal. Then, the decomposition of the multidimensional curvature according to
(2.7) and (2.10) may be used to verify that, for a multidimensional geometry (2.3) with
internal Einstein spaces (2.6), with scalar matter (3.1) and generalized electric matter of
(3.10)-(3.12), the field equations (4.2)-(4.4) can be obtained as just equations of motion
on M0 from an action
Sf ≡ Sf [g
(0), γ, φ, ϕ,Φ] :=
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|ef(γ,φ)
{
R[g(0)]−
n∑
i=1
Di(∂φ
i)2
−(D0 − 2)(∂γ)
2 + (∂f)∂(f + 2γ) +
n∑
i=1
ξiDie
2(γ−φi) − 2Λe2γ − L
}
, (4.10)
where
L ≡ L[g(0), φ, ϕ,Φ] := Cαβ∂ϕ
α∂ϕβ +
∑
a∈∆e
∑
I∈Ωa,e
ε(I)e2(λa(ϕ)−
∑
i∈I
Diφi)(∂Φa,I)2. (4.11)
Indeed the action (4.10) coincides with the action (4.1), i.e.
Sf [g
(0), γ, φ, ϕ,Φ] = S[g(g(0), γ, φ), ϕ, F (Φ)], (4.12)
where g ≡ g(g(0), γ, φ) and F ≡ F (Φ) are defined by the relations (2.3) and (3.12)
respectively. Note that the second term in (4.11) appears, according to (3.13), due to the
relation
1
na!
(F a,I)2 = ε(I)e−2(γ+
∑
i∈I
Diφ
i)(∂Φa,I)2 (4.13)
with a ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e.
In (4.10), a non-trivial scalar field f ≡ f [γ(φ), φ] 6= 0 yields a non-minimal coupling
of the internal spaces (logarithmic) dilation vector φ to the geometry on M0, whence
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this geometry does not define an Einstein frame. In such a case one might conformally
transform the model to obtain an Einstein frame. This was e.g. discussed for the matter
free case in [50]. Alternatively, we might try to choose a gauge such that f = 0. Then, all
fields are minimally coupled to the geometry on M0, and (4.10) becomes an Einsteinian
non-linear σ-model on M0.
Here we will not discuss further the subtle relation between different gauges of f and
different conformally related frames (see e.g. [47, 52]). Rather we assume in the following
D0 6= 2, and use (like in [51]) the (generalized) harmonic gauge f = 0, which then exists
with
γ ≡ γ(φ) =
1
2−D0
n∑
i=1
Diφ
i. (4.14)
For the usual cosmological case with D0 = 1 and g
(0) = −dt ⊗ dt, the gauge (4.14) is of
course the harmonic time gauge (cf. [44, 47]).
With γ ≡ γ(φ) given by (4.14), the multi-scalar-tensor action (4.10) simplifies to that
of a purely Einsteinian σ-model
S0[g
(0), φ, ϕ,Φ] ≡ S0[g
(0), γ(φ), φ, ϕ,Φ]
=
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|
{
R[g(0)] (4.15)
−Gijg
(0) µν∂µφ
i∂νφ
j − 2V (φ)− L
}
.
Here
Gij := Diδij +
DiDj
D0 − 2
, i, j = 1, . . . , n, (4.16)
yields a midisuperspace metric on the purely dilatonic part of the σ-model (i.e. a minisu-
perspace metric on the target space IRn of φ), and
V ≡ V (φ) := e2γ(φ){Λ−
1
2
n∑
i=1
ξiDie
−2φi} (4.17)
is a potential on the dilatonic target minisuperspace IRn.
Thus, (4.15) is the action of a self-gravitating σ model on M0 with a (n + l +∑
a∈∆e |Ωa,e|)-dimensional target space and a self-interaction of the dilatonic vector field
φ described by the potential (4.17).
5 Effective σ-model with zero dilatonic potential
Let us now consider the special case ξ1 = . . . = ξ2 = Λ = 0, where for i = 1, . . . , n the
spaces (Mi, g
(i)) are Ricci-flat, and the cosmological constant is zero. In this case the
potential (4.17) is trivial V = 0, and the self-interaction of the internal spaces dilatonic
vector φ vanishes.
With N := n + l, we define an N -dimensional vector field (σA) := (φi, ϕα), A =
1, . . . , n, n+1, . . . , N , composed by dilatonic and matter scalar fields, and a non-degenerate
(block-diagonal) N ×N -matrix
Gˆ =
(
GˆAB
)
=
(
Gij 0
0 Cαβ
)
. (5.1)
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Furthermore we define a multi-index set as
Se :=
⊔
a∈∆e
{a} × Ωa,e, (5.2)
and, for s = (a, I) ∈ Se, i.e. a ∈ ∆e and I ∈ Ωa,e, we set εs := ε(I), Φ
s := Φa,I , and define
a N × |Se|-matrix
L = (LAs) =
(
Lis
Lαs
)
:=
(
liI
λαa
)
, (5.3)
where liI are the topological numbers from (2.24), i = 1, . . . , n, and λαa are the φ
α-
components of the linear forms λa(φ), α = 1, . . . , l. With these definitions, (4.15) takes
the form
S0 =
1
2κ20
∫
M0
dD0x
√
|g(0)|
{
R[g(0)]− GˆAB∂σ
A∂σB −
∑
s∈Se
εse
2LAsσ
A
(∂Φs)2
}
( A,B = 1, . . . , N ). (5.4)
The corresponding equations of motion from (5.4) are
Rµν [g
(0)] = GˆAB∂µσ
A∂νσ
B +
∑
s∈Se
εse
2LAsσ
A
∂µΦ
s∂νΦ
s, µ, ν = 1, . . . , D0, (5.5)
GˆAB△[g
(0)]σB −
∑
s∈Se
εsLAse
2LCsσ
C
(∂Φs)2 = 0, A = 1, . . . , N, (5.6)
∂µ
(√
|g(0)|g(0)µνe2LAsσ
A
∂νΦ
s
)
= 0, s ∈ Se. (5.7)
6 Exact solutions
Now we present a special class of solutions of the field equations (5.5)-(5.7). Since Gˆ is
regular, Gˆ−1 exists. We set (GˆAB) := (GˆAB)
−1.
< X, Y >:= XAGˆ
ABXB. (6.1)
For s ∈ Se let us now consider vectors
Ls = (LAs) ∈ IR
N . (6.2)
Definition: A non-empty set S∗ ⊂ Se is called an orthobrane index set, iff there exists a
family of real non-zero coefficients {νs}s∈S∗, such that
< Ls, Lr >= (L
T Gˆ−1L)sr = −εs(νs)
−2δsr, s, r ∈ S∗. (6.3)
For s ∈ S∗ and A = 1, . . . , N , we set
αAs := −εs(νs)
2GˆABLBs. (6.4)
Here, (6.3) is just an orthogonality condition for the vectors Ls, s ∈ S∗. Note that
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< Ls, Ls > has just the opposite sign of εs, s ∈ S∗. With the definition above, we obtain
a criterion for the existence of solutions.
Theorem: Let S∗ be an orthobrane index set with coefficients (6.4). If for any s ∈ S∗
there is a function Hs > 0 on M0 such that
△[g(0)]Hs = 0, (6.5)
i.e. Hs is harmonic on M0, then, the field configuration
Rµν [g
(0)] = 0, µ, ν = 1, . . . , D0, (6.6)
σA =
∑
s∈S∗
αAs lnHs, A = 1, . . . , N, (6.7)
Φs =
νs
Hs
, s ∈ S∗, (6.8)
Φs = Cs, s ∈ Se \ S∗, (6.9)
with constants Cs ∈ IR, satisfies the field equations (5.5)-(5.7). ✷
This theorem follows just from substitution of (6.3)-(6.9) into the equations of motion
(5.5)-(5.7). For the following, we assume that the set ∆e and the map je in (3.4) are
chosen such that Se is an orthobrane index set, and we set S∗ = Se, whence (6.9) becomes
empty. From (5.1), (5.3) and (6.1) we get
< Ls, Lr >= G
ijliI ljJ + C
αβλαaλβb, (6.10)
with s = (a, I) and r = (b, J) in Se (a, b ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e, J ∈ Ωb,e). Here, the inverse of
the dilatonic midisuperspace metric (4.16) is given by
Gij =
δij
Di
+
1
2−D
, (6.11)
whence, for I, J ∈ Ω, with topological numbers liI from (2.24), we obtain
GijliI ljJ = D(I ∩ J) +
D(I)D(J)
2−D
, (6.12)
which is again a purely topological number.
We set νa,I := ν(a,I). Then, due to (6.10) and (6.12), the orthobrane condition (6.3)
reads
D(I ∩ J) +
D(I)D(J)
2−D
+ Cαβλαaλβb = −ε(I)(νa,I)
−2δabδI,J , (6.13)
for a, b ∈ ∆e, I ∈ Ωa,e, I ∈ Ωb,e. With (a, I) = s ∈ Se, the coefficients (6.4) are
αis = −ε(I)G
ijljIν
2
a,I = ε(I)
(∑
j∈I
δij +
D(I)
2−D
)
ν2a,I , i = 1, . . . , n, (6.14)
αβs = −ε(I)C
βγλγaν
2
a,I , β = 1, . . . , l (6.15)
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With (σA) = (φi, ϕβ), according to (6.7),
φi =
∑
s∈Se
αis lnHs, i = 1, . . . , n, (6.16)
ϕβ =
∑
s∈Se
αβs lnHs, β = 1, . . . , l, (6.17)
and the gauge (4.14) reads
γ =
∑
s∈Se
α0s lnHs, (6.18)
where
α0s := ε(I)
D(I)
2−D
ν2a,I . (6.19)
With Ha,I := H(a,I), (6.14), (6.15), and (6.19), the solution of (6.6) - (6.9) reads
g =
(∏
s∈Se
H2α
0
s
s
)
g(0) +
n∑
i=1
(∏
s∈Se
H2α
i
s
s
)
g(i)
=

 ∏
(a,I)∈Se
H
ε(I)2D(I)ν2
a,I
a,I


1/(2−D)
g(0) +
n∑
i=1

 ∏
(a,I)∈Se,I∋i
H
ε(I)2ν2
a,I
a,I

 g(i)

 , (6.20)
with Ric[g(0)] = 0, Ric[g(i)] = 0, i = 1, . . . n,
ϕβ =
∑
s∈Se
αβs lnHs = −
∑
(a,I)∈Se
ε(I)Cβγλγaν
2
a,I lnHa,I , β = 1, . . . , l, (6.21)
Aa =
∑
I∈Ωa,e
νa,I
Ha,I
τI , a ∈ ∆e, (6.22)
where forms τI are defined in (2.20), parameters νs 6= 0 and λa satisfy the orthobrane
condition (6.13), Hs are positive harmonic functions on M0, Ric[g
(i)] denotes the Ricci-
tensor of g(i), and
∏
∅ := 1 is always taken as convention. The orthobrane condition (6.13)
reads
D(I) +
(D(I))2
2−D
+ Cαβλαaλβb = −ε(I)(νa,I)
−2, (6.23)
D(I ∩ J) +
D(I)D(J)
2−D
+ Cαβλαaλβb = 0, (a, I) 6= (b, J), (6.24)
where I ∈ Ωa,e, J ∈ Ωb,e, a, b ∈ ∆e.
Note that, for positive definite (Cαβ) (or (C
αβ)) and D0 ≥ 2, (6.23) implies
ε(I) = −1, (6.25)
for all I ∈ Ωa,e, a ∈ ∆e. Then, the restriction g|MI of the metric (6.20) to a membrane
manifold MI has an odd number of negative eigenvalues, i.e. linearly independent time-
like directions. However, if the metric (Cαβ) in the space of scalar fields is not positive
definite, then (6.25) may be violated for sufficiently negative Cαβλαaλβb < 0. In this case
a non-trivial potential Aa may also exist on an Euclidean p-brane.
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7 Examples of exact solutions
Many solutions are known by now in the literature. Among those, by now the ones in
dimensions D = 10 andD = 11 are studied most extensively. Sec. 7.1 below demonstrates
just one of the most popular examples (cf. e.g. [25, 55, 56].) In Sec. 7.2 we give explicit
solutions for a 10 + 2-dimensional model (with 2 times) related to [57].
7.1 Membranes in 11-dimensional supergravity
Now we apply our results to the special case of the bosonic part of 11-dimensional super-
gravity [36, 37], given by
S11 = S11,p + c11S11,t, (7.1)
with a perturbative sector
S11,p :=
1
2κ2
∫
M
d11z
√
|g|{R[g]−
1
4!
(F )2}, (7.2)
a constant c11, and a topological sector
S11,t :=
1
2κ2
∫
M
A ∧ F ∧ F (7.3)
of generalized Chern-Simons form, where F = dA is just a single differential 4-form.
Recently, in [58] a generalized canonical formalism has been applied to the topological
quantum field theory related to (7.3).
However, for the classical solutions we need only to consider the perturbative sector
(7.2). Since here |∆| = 1, we suppress the label of different forms. Let us consider the
case where
D(I) = 3, I ∈ Ωe, (7.4)
which is the worldsheet dimension of electrically charged 2-branes (membranes). Since
here we have no extra scalar matter fields, a special solution of orthobrane relations (6.23)
and (6.24) with (7.4) is given by
D(I ∩ J) = 1, I 6= J, (7.5)
ε(I) = −1, (7.6)
ν2I =
1
2
, (7.7)
for all I, J ∈ Ωe. The metric (6.20) then reads
g = Ue
{
g(0) +
n∑
i=1
Ui,eg
(i)
}
, (7.8)
Ue :=
( ∏
I∈Ωe
HI
) 1
3
, Ui,e :=
∏
I∈Ωe,I∋i
H−1I , (7.9)
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where all functions HI are harmonic on M0, and the electric 4-form field has the solutions
F =
∑
I∈Ωe
νId
(
1
HI
)
∧ τI . (7.10)
The multidimensional manifold (2.1) must of course be compatible with the intersection
rules (7.5) and the signature restrictions (7.6) imposed within Ωe ⊂ Ω. Thus, for solutions
of intersection type (7.5) and signature type (7.6) there is an upper bound D0 ≤ 6.
Conditions (7.5) and (7.6) admit solutions with 2 or 3 time-like intersecting 2-brane
worldsheets, where D0 = 6 or D0 = 4 respectively. (Note that, the case of 4 time-like
intersecting (1+ 2)-dimensional manifolds for D0 = 2, is excluded here, since we used the
effective σ-model in the harmonic gauge f = 0.) In this example, Proposition 1 of Sec. 4
ensures that there are no extra constraints for (4.7).
7.2 2- and 3-branes in a 10 + 2-dimensional model
Now we illustrate a general solution for a bosonic model in dimension D = 10 + 2 (with
2 times) that yields a consistent truncation to the perturbative bosonic sector of 11-
dimensional supergravity (see [57]). This is a model with 2 different field forms, a 4-form
F 4 and a 5-form F 5, whence we set ∆ := {4, 5}, such that a = na for a ∈ ∆.
The total action of this model is
S12 = Sˆ12,p + c12S12,t. (7.11)
with a perturbative sector
Sˆ12,p =
1
2κ2
∫
M
d12z
√
|g|{R[g] + gMN∂Mϕ∂Nϕ−
1
4!
e2λ4ϕ(F 4)2 −
1
5!
e2λ5ϕ(F 5)2}, (7.12)
a constant c12, and a topological sector
S12,t :=
1
2κ2
∫
M
A5 ∧ F 4 ∧ F 4, dA5 = F 5, (7.13)
of generalized Chern-Simons form. For the classical solutions we need again only to
consider the perturbative sector (7.12). In agreement with [57] we set
λ24 :=
1
10
, λ5 := −2λ4. (7.14)
Now we consider electric type solutions with ∆e = ∆. Then, the dimensions of the 2- and
3-brane worldsheets are
D(I) = 3 , I ∈ Ω4,e,
D(I) = 4 , I ∈ Ω5,e. (7.15)
Thus, the model describes electrically charged 2- and 3-branes (carrying the electrical
fields F 4 resp. F 5). The orthobrane relations (6.23) and (6.24) are satisfied with
D(I ∩ J) = 1, {D(I), D(J)} = {3, 3}, {3, 4},
D(I ∩ J) = 2, {D(I), D(J)} = {4, 4}, (7.16)
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for all I 6= J ,
ε(I) = −1, (7.17)
with orthobrane coefficients
ν24,e,I = ν
2
5,e,I =
1
2
, I ∈ Ω4,e ∪ Ω5,e. (7.18)
With (7.17), all electric p-branes must have an odd number of time directions.
With H4,e,I , I ∈ Ω4,e, and H5,e,J , J ∈ Ω5,e, harmonic functions on M0, we can now
describe the general solution of this model. The metric reads
g = Ue
{
g(0) +
n∑
i=1
Ui,eg
(i)
}
, (7.19)
Ue :=
( ∏
I∈Ω4,e
H4,e,I
) 3
10
( ∏
J∈Ω5,e
H5,e,J
) 2
5
, (7.20)
Ui,e :=
( ∏
I∈Ω4,e, I∋i
H−14,e,I
)( ∏
J∈Ω5,e, J∋i
H−15,e,J
)
. (7.21)
The scalar field is
ϕ = −
λ4
2
∑
I∈Ω4,e
lnH4,e,I + λ4
∑
J∈Ω5,e
lnH5,e,J . (7.22)
The field forms are given as
F 4 =
∑
I∈Ω4,e
ν4,e,IdH
−1
4,e,I ∧ τ(I), (7.23)
F 5 =
∑
J∈Ω5,e
ν5,e,JdH
−1
5,e,J ∧ τ(J). (7.24)
In the following we specify some explicit solutions of the general shape of (7.19) - (7.24)
with 2 different times. The solutions can be characterized by the sets Ωa,e, a = 4, 5.
Let us now consider the case where n = 8, the manifolds (M0, g
(0)) and (M8, g
(8))
having dimensions D0 resp. D8 with D0 +D8 = 5, while
M1 = . . . =M7 = IR, (7.25)
g(1) = −dt1 ⊗ dt1, g
(2) = −dt2 ⊗ dt2, (7.26)
g(i) = dyi ⊗ dyi, i = 3, . . . , 7. (7.27)
For D0 = 3, 4, 5, the internal space M8 has corresponding dimension D8 = 2, 1, 0, respec-
tively. In order to avoid additional constraints for (4.7) in this example, we demand that
the orthobranes also satisfy (4.9) of Proposition 2 in Sec. 4, and specify some explicit
examples for an index set Se consistent with (4.9), (7.16), and (7.17).
Solutions with three 2-branes and one 3-brane:
In a first case, we consider
Ω4,e := {A1, A2, A3}, A1 := {1, 3, 5}, A2 := {1, 4, 6}, A3 := {2, 5, 6}, (7.28)
Ω5,e := {B}, B := {2, 3, 4, 7}. (7.29)
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The sets (7.28) and (7.29) satisfy conditions (4.9), (7.16) and (7.17). Hence, a solution
is given in terms of harmonic functions HAi := H4,e,Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, and HB := H5,e,B on
(M0, g
(0)). Its metric reads
g =
(
HA1HA2HA3
) 3
10
(
HB
) 2
5
{
g(0) −H−1A1H
−1
A2
dt1 ⊗ dt1 −H
−1
A3
H−1B dt2 ⊗ dt2
+H−1A1H
−1
B dy3 ⊗ dy3 +H
−1
A2H
−1
B dy4 ⊗ dy4
+H−1A1 dy5 ⊗ dy5 +H
−1
A2
dy6 ⊗ dy6 +H
−1
B dy7 ⊗ dy7 + g
(8)
}
, (7.30)
while the scalar field is given as
ϕ = −
λ4
2
ln
HA1HA2HA3
H2B
, (7.31)
and the field forms are
F 4 = νA1dH
−1
A1
∧ dt1 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy5 + νA2dH
−1
A2
∧ dt1 ∧ dy4 ∧ dy6
+νA3dH
−1
A3 ∧ dt2 ∧ dy5 ∧ dy6,
F 5 = νBdH
−1
B ∧ dt2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy4 ∧ dy7, (7.32)
with ν2I = 1/2 for all I = A1, A2, A3, B.
The solution describes two 2-branes with common time t1 (e.g. ”our” time), each
intersecting another 2-brane, which shares a second time t2 (which e.g. may be interpreted
as an ”internal” or ”shadow” time) with a 3-brane, which intersects all 2-branes.
Solutions with two 2-branes and two 3-branes:
As a second case, we consider
Ω4,e := {A1, A2}, A1 := {1, 3, 5}, A2 := {1, 4, 6}, (7.33)
Ω5,e := {B1, B2}, B1 := {2, 3, 6, 7}, B2 := {2, 4, 5, 7}. (7.34)
The sets (7.33) and (7.34) satisfy conditions (4.9), (7.16) and (7.17). Hence, a solution
is given in terms of harmonic functions HAi := H4,e,Ai and HB := H5,e,B, i = 1, 2, on
(M0, g
(0)). Its metric reads
g =
(
HA1HA2
) 3
10
(
HB1HB2
) 2
5
{
g(0) −H−1A1H
−1
A2
dt1 ⊗ dt1 −H
−1
B1
H−1B2 dt2 ⊗ dt2
+H−1A1H
−1
B1
dy3 ⊗ dy3 +H
−1
A2
H−1B2 dy4 ⊗ dy4
+H−1A1H
−1
B2
dy5 ⊗ dy5 +H
−1
A2
H−1B1 dy6 ⊗ dy6 +H
−1
B1
H−1B2 dy7 ⊗ dy7 + g
(8)
}
, (7.35)
while the scalar field is given as
ϕ = −
λ4
2
ln
HA1HA2
H2B1H
2
B2
, (7.36)
and the field forms are
F 4 = νA1dH
−1
A1
∧ dt1 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy5 + νA2dH
−1
A2
∧ dt1 ∧ dy4 ∧ dy6,
F 5 = νB1dH
−1
B1
∧ dt2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy6 ∧ dy7 + νB2dH
−1
B2
∧ dt2 ∧ dy4 ∧ dy5 ∧ dy7, (7.37)
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where ν2I = 1/2 for all I = A1, A2, B1, B2.
The solution describes two 2-branes with common time t1, each intersecting with two
3-branes, which share another time t2 and also intersect besides.
Finally, it should also be noted that certain permutations of factor spaces, like e.g.
the permutations (3, 5) or (4, 6) in the last example, can yield likewise solutions.
8 Conclusion
Above, we extended the multidimensional σ-model [50, 51, 52] to include, besides scalar
fields, generalized composite electric fields on intersecting p-branes compatible with its
structure. We further elaborated an ansatz for general electric p-brane solutions (see
also [22]) in terms of several harmonic functions on an effective external manifold M0.
The criterion for solutions presented in Sec. 6 is essentially based on mainly topological
intersection conditions, corresponding to the orthobrane property (6.3).
Our orthobrane solutions generalize the usual intersecting p-brane solutions to the
case of Ricci-flat internal spaces (Mi, g
(i)), i = 1, . . . , n, of arbitrary signatures.
The solutions presented here contain the special case of flat factor spaces Mi, i =
0, . . . , n (see, for example, [15]). The usually known intersecting p-brane solutions are
given by (6.20) with flat Mi = IR
Di , where just one of them, say M1 is pseudo-Euclidean,
g(1) = ηm1n1dy
m1
1 ⊗ dy
n1
1 , and all others Euclidean, g
(0) = δµνdx
µ⊗ dxν , g(i) = δminidy
mi
i ⊗
dynii (i > 1), and harmonic functions
Hs(x) = 1 +
Ns∑
k=1
2ms,k
|x− xs,k|D0−2
, s ∈ Se,
each with poles of mass ms,k at xs,k, k = 1, . . . , Ns, where 1 ∈ I and D(I) = p+ 1 for all
I ∈ Ωa,e, a ∈ ∆e. In this case the worldsheets of all p-branes have a common intersection
in M1 containing the time submanifold.
However, in our approach there might well exist cases where (some of) the subman-
ifolds MI of (2.18) are non-intersecting, or contain different time submanifolds, i.e. p-
branes may live in different times. In fact, recently interest has risen to consider also
solutions with arbitrary signatures [31, 59, 60]. In this aspect, our general solution, and
the special examples of Sec. 7.2, may be considered as a starting point for generalizing
multi-temporal spherically-symmetric solutions [61] to the p-brane case. We note that, in
the presence of additional scalar matter fields, the condition (6.23) may also be consistent
with Euclidean orthobranes.
For composite field forms of electric type (3.13), the effective Einsteinian σ-model
(4.15) (with D0 6= 2 in the harmonic gauge) admits some general solutions in terms of
harmonic functions for the case of vanishing dilatonic potential V , i.e. Ricci flat internal
spaces and vanishing cosmological constant. In our examples of Sec. 7, the common time
of any intersecting p-branes is an internal one, not associated with the external space M0,
which exclusively triggers the dynamics. Therefore, all these p-branes are static.
The general nonlinear σ-model (4.1) admits also more general field forms than the
electric ones given above by (3.13). In particular, it is possible to include both, electric
and magnetic types. For this more general case, static, spherically symmetric solutions
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were obtained recently in [62]. Their properties show some characteristic dependence on
the intersection geometry of the p-branes.
The importance of solutions with p-branes in the more specific cosmological context
is also supported by recent examinations of [63] - [66]. Even more, the Wheeler-de Witt
equation and further additional constraints (which appear only when neither (4.8) nor
(4.9) holds) are now a subject of investigation [67]. However, at present, p-brane cos-
mology still leaves many fundamental questions to be answered, especially concerning
in relation to quantum theory. Some future work on the σ-model also has to provide a
complete treatment of the reparametrization gauge of the metric on M0, related to the
physical question of the appropriate frame.
However, previous examinations at least give evidence that the multidimensional ge-
ometry is a powerful ansatz for obtaining p-brane solutions in the bosonic sectors of
modern supergravity theories.
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